Collaboration

ClinicTracker facilitates cooperation across your agency

ClinicTracker offers a fast, secure, and accessible method for helping your staff work together.

Make teamwork easier with enhanced internal communications

With its centralized file of patient records, sophisticated alert system, and numerous messaging tools, ClinicTracker fosters collaboration throughout your organization. Gone are the roadblocks that so often interfere with staff communicating, exchanging patient data, and working together. Even staff members on different floors or in different locations can easily share information and communicate freely. With this suite of products, you can enrich your work environment and streamline your operation.

Deliver enhanced staff communication through a host of features:

- Centralized Patient Records:

  Because the clinic’s records are stored in one system, everyone involved in a case has immediate access to all the available information (subject to security restrictions). Clinicians can keep themselves up to date on everything that transpires around a particular case – from changes in medication to session notes recorded by other therapists to any external communications that were received.
• Patient Notes:
Alert other clinicians when you have important information you want them to see about a shared patient. A pop-up note will appear when accessing that patient's record anywhere in the system.

• Instant Messaging:
ClinicChat lets your staff chat online in a way that's secure and efficient (because it is integrated into ClinicTracker). In addition to offering typical features of popular chat programs, this system allows administrators to broadcast messages to everyone who is logged into ClinicTracker.

• The Message Board:
ClinicTracker hosts its own email system that allows users to send messages to individuals, defined user groups, or the entire user list. These communications are highly secure because they are completely contained within your network. Users are notified through pop-up displays and dashboard widgets they can't miss.
• The Compliance Alert System:

One of ClinicTracker’s most sophisticated features is its ability to notify users when they have to complete assigned tasks. Administrators can have the system send alerts when paperwork is due, notes have to be signed, and ePrescriptions written by a provider agent require the doctor’s signature. Clinicians and administrators will find it remarkably easy to communicate around completing shared tasks.

• The Scheduler:

You won’t find a scheduling module more capable than the one ClinicTracker offers:

- View schedules for different locations side by side, and even search for available time slots across multiple offices, thereby eliminating the chance for scheduling conflicts
- Clinicians receive a pop-up notification when their patients have been checked in by the front-office staff
- And much more...

With ClinicTracker’s powerful set of communication and workflow tools, you’ll create an atmosphere that makes collaboration effortless.

For more information contact us at 315.633.4240 or hello@ClinicTracker.com